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Abstract This paper reports on a study that addresses the following question: Is there any clear distinction between 
iconic gestures and pragmatic gestures to initiate repair or display understanding? The data were collected in an English 
class at a Japanese college. Gestures are actively used in the environment where English is the second language. The data 
shows that a clear distinction between iconic and pragmatic gestures cannot always be made. 
 
Introduction  
Gestures have been defined and classified depended on various contexts (Efron, 1972; Ekman, 1976, 1977; Kendon, 
1984, 1986, 2004; Knapp and Hall, 2002; McNeill, 1992). Second language (L2) learners are prone to use gestures 
differently compared to first language speakers. For example, Gullberg (1998) points out that “…second language 
learners do not usually use gestures to replace speech entirely, but favour complementary gestures from the beginning (p. 
78). In the contexts of use of gestures by second language learners, imagistic gestures and non-imagistic gestures are 
often focused on. Imagistic gestures mainly include iconic gestures and metaphoric gestures. Iconic gestures are ones 
that “display in the form of manner of their execution aspects of the same concrete scene that is presented in speech” 
(Kendon, 2004, p. 100). Metaphoric gestures are the depiction of the image that represents some abstract concept. 
Pragmatic gestures, on the other hand, “derive from actions done directly upon or in relation to objects” (Kendon, 2004, p. 
224). Also they are “coupled with interaction units such as turns, turn-construction units, speech acts, and speech act 
sequences” (Streeck, 2009, p. 179). That is to say, calling gestures pragmatic can refer to the fact that the gestures function as 
moves or acts by speakers in the accomplishment of speech. Also, self-repair is a common phenomenon in conversation. 
Self-repair, defined as “correction by the speaker of that which is being corrected,” predominates over other repairs (Schegloff 
et al., 1977, p. 361). If a gesture is used to accomplish repair, it can also be considered a pragmatic gesture. The data in this 
paper address the fine line between use of iconic and pragmatic gestures by L2 learners.      
 
Data 
The data are from approximately thirteen minutes of video recorded class interaction. The data were collected 
in a reading and writing course at a university in Japan. The participants are first year medical students. A small video 
recorder was used for recording. In order to minimize the effect of video recording, the participants were randomly 
selected while the recording was being made. The research in this paper focuses on the interactions of two students, both 
native speakers of Japanese, who participated in the class. Both students signed informed consent forms and agreed that 
their interactions could be recorded for research. Their forms have been filed with Temple University Japan. The 
transcription conventions used in Excerpt 1 is from Jefferson (2004). 
 
Phenomenon: initiating self-repairs through pragmatic and iconic gestures 
The two students, Haruki and Tomoki (pseudonyms), use many gestures and body language in the discussion. 
One possible reason is that they speak the second language with rather limited proficiency. Thus, it is important to focus 
on gesture and body language in the analysis.  
Haruki and Tomoki use gestures in two different ways: pragmatic gestures and iconic gestures (Kendon, 2005). 
Tomoki uses pragmatic gestures to show he is done speaking and is waiting for Haruki’s response. Haruki shows his 
understanding of Tomoki’s statements. However, Tomoki does not accept Haruki’s claim and starts using gestures in an 
iconic way to initiate self-repair (Schegloff et al., 1977). These iconic gestures ultimately transform to pragmatic 
gestures.  
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Excerpt 1:  
01 Tomoki:    Oke     please? 
02 Haruki:    oke:  
03 Haruki:    e::: Whats event (.) in Niagara fall? 
 
04 Tomoki:    A:::::: ma: same tour same tour in niagara fall 
05              And a::: back of (2.0) fall 
06             (4.0)((Tomoki looking at Haruki))  
07 Haruki:    o back o[f  
08 Tomoki:              [Niagara niagara fall ((moving 
09              hands vertically))niagara fall ((moving  
10              a hand horizontally ))(1.0) Niagara fall? 
11             ((moving a hand vertically)and (1.0) back ((using gestures)) 
12 Haruki:    back back ((moving hands)) backa fa[ll 
13 Tomoki:                                              [back of 
13 Haruki:    >Fall Fall Fall Fall <((moving a hand vertically)) 
14             fall fall back back 
15 Tomoki:    front and back 
16 Haruki:    a fro fro fa[ll fall 
17 Tomoki:                   [hhehehe 
18 Haruki:    fall fall but back 
19 Tomoki:    ok 
20 Haruki:    ok 
21 Tomoki:    ok ok 
                (2.0) 
 
Excerpt 1 comes from a piece of recording in which Tomoki and Haruki discuss what the most memorable 
experience in their life. They talk about Tomoki’s visit to Niagara Falls as a child. Corresponding to Haruki’s asking of 
what Tomoki did at Niagara Falls, Tomoki tries to explain the experience of visiting Niagara Falls. Tomoki, then, tries to 
add more information of the event using gestures as compensatory means instead of doing word search in English.   
The following transcription shows when each gesture (fig. 1-30) occurs in number along with the transcript.  
01 Tomoki:    Oke     please? 
                  #1#2        #3 
02 Haruki:    oke:  
                   #4 #5 
03 Haruki:    e::: Whats event (.) in Niagara fall? 
                                                            #6 
At the start of the conversation, in line 1, Tomoki draws his hands with palms facing toward his chest right 
after he says “OK” (fig. 1). Tomoki then draws only his right hand toward himself (fig. 2). His “please” in rising tone 
follows as he stops moving his right hand and lowers his eyes (fig. 3). In line 2, after Haruki responds to Tomoki and 
says “OK” in a falling tone, Haruki leans forward to adjust himself in his chair (fig. 4). At the same time, Tomoki leans 
forward a bit and sits up in his chair too (fig. 5). In line 1, Tomoki does three sequential gestures and all of these are to 
urge Haruki to speak and indicates that his turn has finished. Tomoki takes over, saying “OK” and both sit up in their 
chairs which shows that turn taking is successfully completed. Changing their postures means they are ready to move on 
to the next topic. Therefore, the gestures in figures 1 to 3 are pragmatic gestures to show that one’s turn is finished. In 
line 3, Haruki asks “What’s event in Niagara Fall?” with a stretching sound “e” at the beginning and a slight pause 
between “even” and “in.” The utterance is in rising tone. Haruki then leans forward and sits up in his chair again and 
scratches his head, and then looks at Tomoki (fig. 6). Haruki’s gaze in line 3 shows the completion of his turn and 
expects Tomoki’s response. 
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Figure 1 Haruki and Tomoki (left and right) Figure 2 
Figure 3 
 
Figure 4  
Figure 5 
 
Figure 6 
 
04 Tomoki:    A:::::: ma: same tour same tour in niagara fall 
                            #7         #8       #9                 #10 
05              And a::: back of (2.0) fall 
                               #11     #12 
06             (4.0)((Taiki looking at Hiroki))  
                   
From line 4-6, the discussion starts with Tomoki’s response to Haruki. In line 4, Tomoki says “a…” and then opens 
his hands and presses the tips of his fingers together and looks down (fig. 7). Then, Tomoki says “same tour” and turns his gaze 
back to Haruki (fig. 8). As Tomoki says the second “same tour” he moves his right hand horizontally (fig. 9) and drops his right 
hand gradually (fig. 10). Tomoki then looks at Haruki as he says “Niagara” and “fall” follows. Then Tomoki gazes down and as 
he says “back” he opens both palms facing each other and pointing at Haruki (fig. 11). Then Tomoki makes the same gesture as 
when he said “of.” Two seconds of pause and “fall” follows that. Tomoki uses gestures here again to show that he has 
completed his turn. That is to say, he uses gestures in a pragmatic way here to encourage Haruki to take his turn. Four seconds 
of pause follow and both are silent but Tomoki looks at Haruki waiting for his response (fig. 12).  
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Figure 7 Figure 8 
Figure 9  
 
Figure 10 
Figure 11 Figure 12 
 
07 Haruki:    o back o[f  
                        #13 
08 Tomoki:              [Naiagara naiagara fall ((moving 
                           #14        #15        #16 
 
 
09              hands vertically))naiagara fall ((moving  
                                                   #17 
 
10              a hand horizontally))(1.0) Naiagara fall? 
                                                   #18 
11             ((moving a hand vertically)and (1.0) back ((using 
                                                           #19    #20 
  gestures)) 
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Then, the discussion in line 7-11(fig. 14-20) follows. In line 7, Haruki says “o back of” in falling intonation 
lowering his eyes while nodding (fig. 13). Haruki does not look at Tomoki here. Haruki here clearly claims that he has 
understood. That Haruki is claiming understanding is further evidenced by the lack of rising intonation at the end of his 
turn. However, Tomoki then starts dropping his hand from head-height. His right palm faces his chest height as he says 
“Niagara” (fig. 14). Tomoki’s gesture here and utterance overlaps Haruki’s utterance “of” in line 7 and his gesture comes 
before his utterance. Then, Tomoki drops his left palm facing to his chest as he says a second” Niagara” (fig. 15). Then, 
Tomoki locates his closed hands in front of his chest saying “fall” (fig. 16).  
 
Figure 13 Figure 14 
Figure 15 Figure 16 
When Tomoki starts his utterance in line 6, Haruki directs his gaze to Tomoki and Tomoki lowers his eyes. The 
phenomenon here is that even though Haruki claims his understanding, Tomoki does not accept Haruki has understood 
what he said. Tomoki’s utterance and gestures show that Tomoki initiates self-repair here. It is possible that four seconds 
of pause makes Tomoki think that Haruki has not understood his point. His hands’ movements clearly show that he 
depicts the flow of water of Niagara Falls. This is therefore an iconic gesture. 
Moreover, Haruki starts looking at Tomoki when Tomoki begins using gestures (fig. 15). Therefore, here, 
Tomoki uses iconic gestures (Kendon, 2005) but iconic gesture here can be pragmatic. That is to say, Tomoki 
successfully brings Haruki’s attention back to him as he makes gestures. In line 9, Tomoki moves his left hand 
horizontally saying “Niagara Fall” (fig. 17). Then, Tomoki again lifts his right hand, his palm facing toward himself and 
moves downward and then his left hand follows the same movement as he says “Niagara fall” in a rising tone (fig. 18). 
Here Haruki looks at Tomoki’s movement. Then in line 11, Tomoki crosses his arms lifting his right hand to depict the 
flow of water and locates his left hand in front of his right hand as a boat he rode on (fig. 19). Then Tomoki’s gaze 
directs Haruki (fig. 20). 
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Figure 17 Figure 18 
Figure 19 
 
Figure 20 
 
12 Haruki:    back back ((moving hands)) backa fa[ll 
                        #21 
13 Tomoki:                                               [back of 
 
13 Haruki:    >Fall Fall Fall Fall <((moving a hand vertically)) 
                                    #22 
14              fall fall back back 
                   #23 #24 #25 
 
In line 12-14 (fig. 21-25), Haruki starts moving both hands in front of his chest, in a forward motion, with 
palms facing each other as he says “back back backa fall”(fig. 21). And Tomoki overlaps “back of” at the end of Haruki’s 
utterance “fall” in line 12. Here, it seems that Haruki’s hands’ movement is to claim his understanding of Tomoki’s point. 
Following line 13, Haruki claims his understanding by lifting and dropping his left hand faster to depict the flow of the 
falls (fig. 22). In line14, Haruki again starts saying “fall fall back back” to claim he has understood Tomoki’s story (fig. 
23-25).  
Figure 21 Figure 22 
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Figure 23 Figure 24 
 
Figure 25 
15 Tomoki:    front and back 
                           #26 
16 Haruki:    a fro fro fa[ll fall 
                                 #27 
17 Tomoki:                   [hhehehe 
                                  #27 
18 Haruki:    fall fall but back 
                               #28 
 
Lines 15-18 (fig. 26-28) follow. Tomoki then overlaps his gestures, moving his left hand as a boat and his right 
hand as falls to initiate more self-repair and says “front and back” at the end of Haruki’s utterance “back” (fig. 26). Then, 
Haruki moves his hands more elaborately by repeating Tomoki’s gestures in a faster and more vigorous way (fig. 27). At 
the same time, Haruki coordinates his own speech with his gestures to show that he really has understood Tomoki’s point 
by saying “a fro fro fall fall.” Tomoki starts laughing at Haruki’s response in line 16. Haruki in line 18 here says “fall fall 
but back” to intensify his claim of understanding again (fig. 28).  
 
Figure 26 
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Figure 27 Figure 28 
 
19 Tomoki:   ok 
                #29 
20 Haruki:   ok 
                 #30 
21 Tomoki:   ok ok 
               (2.0) 
The interaction continues in lines 19-21 (fig. 29-30). Tomoki in line 19 says “OK” and here Tomoki does not 
use gestures anymore (fig. 29). Haruki’s response “OK” also follows. The sequence finishes with Tomoki confirming 
they understand each other. In addition, Haruki makes an “OK” gesture by making a circle with his right index finger 
and thumb and lifts his hand to the height of his head (fig. 30).  
Figure 29 Figure 30 
Conclusion  
Through lines 1 to 21 iconic gestures are often used as pragmatic gestures to initiate repair or to display 
understanding. It takes place when the speaker initiates repairs which go along with turn-taking. The use of iconic 
gestures as pragmatic gestures also occurs to grab the interlocutor’s attention. That is, iconic gestures are used for 
pragmatic purposes, so in this case a clear distinction between the two types of gesture cannot be made. What is more, it 
is interesting that the conversation takes place in the classroom where students usually do not pursue meaning in depth. 
In this sequence in Excerpt 1, though, they pursued inter-subjectivity persistently. Therefore, iconic gestures can be used 
as pragmatic gestures in the conditions stated above between the L2 speakers. The phenomenon in the data may trouble 
quantifying gestures by category; however, it can elicit further better communication processing between L2 speakers.    
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Appendix: “Transcription Conventions, adapted from Mori (2002).”  
[  the beginning of overlapped talk 
(0.0)            length of silence 
(.)              micro-pause 
underlining       relatively high pitch 
::               noticeably lengthened sound 
CAPS           relatively high volume 
?               rising intonation 
.               falling intonation  
,               continuing intonation 
((words))        comments by the transcriber 
hh              audible outbreath 
゜゜            quieter than the surrounding talk 
> <             increase in tempo             
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